Datasheet NAM-SLIM EP-DS-EN-C
DESCRIPTION
Options
1.

1. For convenient reader integration, we offer two plexi
Handrail
frame:
beam
withfacing
RoHS anti-corrosion zinc plating
locations:
topsteel
and/or
front
steel posts.
2. treatment
Slotted and
plexistainless
for Barcode
cardsThe handrail includes
photoelectric cells for user detection and the logic control board.

2.

Self-supporting kinematic steel frame with RoHS anti-corrosion
2
zinc plating treatment. The frame contains the electromechanical
drive assembly for the swinging obstacle and the electronic
control boards.

3.

Brushed #4 AISI 304L stainless steel housing.

4.

Brushed #4 AISI 304L stainless steel panels fastened to the
frame for access to the internal components.

5.

Clear, 3/8 in (10 mm) thick tempered monolithic glass obstacles,
swinging in the direction of user passage.

3. Increased space for multiple integrations
Clear, 3/8 in (10 mm) thick tempered glass side panels.
a. Industrial PC integration
7. Brushed
AISI 304L
stainless
steel top cover.
b. #4Elevator
display
screen
c.
Angled
housing
for
elevator
8. Electromechanical drive unit consisting
of: display
* Max. dimensions :
 A DC permanent
magnet
epicyclical
4 x 7 x 2 in
(102 xmotor
178 with
x 50.8
mm) gearbox.
6.

b. A controller providing progressive accelerations and
decelerations of the obstacles, for smooth movement and
enhanced user safety.

The SlimLane EP swing door security entrance lane offers a high
bidirectional throughput and uncompromising security.
With its transparent, elegant design, the SlimLane EP is designed
to integrate perfectly into any architectural environment while
allowing the integration of multiple peripherals
Equipped with a high processing capacity and an exclusive
detection system, the SlimLane EP guarantees accurate user
tracking and prevents any unauthorized access.
The SlimLane EP is a modular product that can be installed as a
single lane or in a multi-lane array.

9.



A geared electromagnetic brake for locking of obstacles
in the event of forced entry attempts.



A sensor monitoring the obstacle position.



EGRESS standard operating mode: obstacles open in the
direction of egress by a simple push.

AS1167 logic control board, equipped with ARM 9 technology
and the Linux operating system, ensuring advanced traffic
management. An embedded Web server, accessible by a web
browser, offering an interface for the configuration of functional
c. as well as a complete diagnostic and
gate parameters,
maintenance tool.

The SlimLane EP option is only available on short cabinets.

10. Transfer of information through an Ethernet interface, USB and
dry contacts: passage authorization, passage information, reader
locking, fraud, equipment failure …

For standard information, please refer to the SlimLane Datasheet
(NAM-SLIM 940-DS-EN)

11. Orientation and function pictograms indicating gate and passage
status to the user.

STANDARD DIMENSIONS (inches / mm)

12. Proprietary DIRAS detection system, consisting of a high-density
matrix of infrared transmitter/receiver photocell beams. It follows
users’ progression through the gate, as well as ensuring their
safety during opening/closing of the obstacles.
13. Enhanced electronic protection and luggage protection cells (A
and B directions)

14. Finishing plate for posts.
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